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Introduction

1.1

Purpose of the document

This document gives a short overview on the work performed in Task 6.5 “Implementation of the web
user interface for the data and information platform” on implementing the user interface of the Shared
Data and Information Platform (SDIP) for SmILES and finally delivering SDIP as part of the SmILES
website according to Deliverable D6.6 of type “Websites, patents, fillings, etc.”.
The Shared Data and Information Platform (SDIP) implemented in WP6 serves as a common entry point
for accessing all project results and the data collected within the project. Besides a public presentation
of the project and its goals, a news blog and a download area for project documents (e.g. Deliverables,
Short Flyers presenting main projects results, presentations and data files), the SmILES web portal
integrates SDIP as an information area for exploring the SmILES methodology and all project results
from the national sample projects. SDIP contains a description of the SmILES methodology (PreCISE
approach) and the associated methodological workflow for performing large scale energy system
modelling and analysis projects. This methodology part explains main work steps of such projects, and
how to document them. It also provides word and PDF templates for documenting results and providing
examples of such documentation compiled from the national sample projects as structured and
searchable web pages. It also features video tutorials which were recorded while performing webinars
for explaining SmILES methodology to international participants.
For managing results from the national example projects, SDIP integrates a modular data and
information storage infrastructure which is used to store all projects results either as binary assets with
associated metadata, as semi-structured web-content or as time series data (e.g. for data files
containing time series data). Web-based visualization components implemented using web component
technology allow easy and interactive exploring of time series data or group graphical descriptions into
“slideshows”. Other components ease navigation within the SDIP area or allow folding or unfolding of
information as needed to provide a more compact description of SmILES project content on web pages.
For easy access to all SmILES related results, SDIP contains a facetted search interface and google like
search integration, which allows to access every information item within the portal from one search
page. The facetted search provides structured navigation elements (e.g. facets) which allow filtering
search results by “result type”, “organization”, etc. The google like search interface maintains an
advanced search index, which delivers search results, based on natural words, but also groups results
into facets.
This document describes the architecture of SDIP and the web portal, summarizes the work done on
integrating the data services (which is described in D6.3-D6.4 with more details), and then focus on the
work done for implementing the user interface. While describing the search user interface, the
document also summarizes the description of the search infrastructure, which is described with more
details within D6.5.
The Deliverable D6.6 itself is the implementation of SDIP as can be seen in the SmILES website under
www.ecria-smiles.eu/explore. The aim of WP 6 was, to develop a set of tools which provide a good
foundation for the dissemination activities of SmILES, but also provide a toolbox for setting up web
portals for storing and managing results of complex system modelling and analysis projects and guiding
modelling and analysis groups performing concrete projects. The SDIP area within the SmILES webportal only showcases these tools and contains sample content from the SmILES project. But the toolbox
itself can be used in other projects to actually support project and data management for system
modelling and analysis projects. While the tools are only prototypically implemented, there are already
some early adopters. Especially within the Energy Lab 2.0 project in context of the German Helmholtz
Association, the SDIP tools are already used as part of a larger toolbox for complex energy system
modelling and analysis projects. People interested in the toolbox should send an email to sdip@ecriasmiles.eu.
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1.2

Scope of the document

The work description of Task 6.5 of the SmILES project defines the following subtasks:


Implement a facetted search frontend for the integration of search into the web portal.



Implement modular web components and HTML user interfaces for the presentation of data
and other content (metadata descriptions of documents and binary assets, such as models).

This document details the overall architecture of the SmILES website and SDIP, and summarizes SDIP
results which are already described with more details in other Deliverables (e.g. D6.3-D6.4 and D6.59. Its
main focus lies on the description of the results of the above mentioned subtasks of T6.5, e.g.
implement the search frontend and implement the user interface of SDIP.

1.3

Structure of the document

In Chapter 2, the overall architecture of the Shared Data and Information Platform (SDIP) is explained.
Chapter 3 summarizes the concepts for the implementation of the content services and there
integration into Liferay.
Chapter 4 contains the main contents and describes how the user interface of SDIP is implemented. Also
the user interface for the facetted search interfaces and the integration of the search engine is
described.
The document concludes with a short summary and outlook in Section 5.
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Overall Architecture of the Shared Data and Information
Platform (SDIP)

The Shared Data and Information Platform is fully integrated into the SmILES project web site and is
implemented by using a Liferay web portal server as technical platform for delivering the web pages of
the user interface. As shown in Figure 1, the SmILES web portal (e.g. the Liferay server and SDIP-UIapplication layer) sits on top of the Energy Lab 2.0 ICT infrastructure as runtime infrastructure.

Figure 1: ICT Infrastructure for hosting the SDIP Platform

The Energy Lab 2.0 runtime infrastructure consists of several computing clusters for providing
computing and storage capabilities for the software applications of the Energy Lab 2.0 at the KIT Campus
North which is managed by the Institute of Automation and Applied Computer Science (IAI) at KIT.
One large storage cluster is used for Big Data Management and Big Data Analytics applications: e.g. it
hosts several NoSQL database applications and a distributed HDFS filesystem (e.g. the distributed file
system HDFS, MongoDB as document-oriented database, Hbase as column store, the Elasticsearch
document-oriented database and index store, a MySQL cluster as relational database cluster, and a
neo4J graph database as graph store) for large scale data management and several data analytics
frameworks (e.g. Apache Spark, Storm, Hadoop and Elasticsearch) for building and running Big Data
analytics applications. Another storage cluster, the Ceph-Cluster provides a large scale distributed
filesystem and object (asset) storage by using the Ceph distributed filesystem software. Ceph provides
low level API’s to operating systems, i.e. a Ceph cluster can be used by virtualized computing nodes on a
cluster as low level block devices for providing virtual storage disks for filesystems. It also supports
standard network filesystem interfaces for Windows or Linux operating environments (e.g. NFS or SMB).
Additionally, it supports cloud storage compatible interfaces (e.g. the Amazon S3 API) for modern
Internet applications for storing structured objects and larger binary files in e.g. an own Cloud storage.
Third, the Energy Lab ICT infrastructure contains Linux and Windows computing clusters for server
applications. The Linux cluster is equipped with the public domain Openstack cloud operating
environment which allows running cloud infrastructure compatible applications on premise on own
computing hardware. Especially, the Openstack cluster instruments Docker and Kubernetes for
providing software container based automation of server applications (e.g. services, web applications,
etc.).
The Openstack cluster is used as runtime environment for the service and application layer of the
Energy Lab 2.0 software infrastructures (see the top 2 layers in Figure 1). At the one hand it hosts the
Generic Data Services (GDS) for storing Energy related data and information files in the underlying
database infrastructure layer. On the other hand, it provides dedicated services for running complex
scientific calculations (e.g. forecasting or data analytics workflows) and/or complex simulation
workflows (e.g. simulations, co-simulations) as distributed workflows on the underlying container
infrastructure with a distributed scientific workflow engine called PROOF (PROcess Operation
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Framework). Furthermore, the Docker and Kubernetes infrastructure is used for automating the
management of running other applications, such as web-applications, and e.g. the SmILES web portal.
Both, the GDS services and PROOF, are Microservice-oriented software applications developed by IAI as
server-side backends for developing web-based engineering applications for complex energy system
related research on top of these services.
The SmILES web portal and SDIP platform fully instruments the Energy 2.0 runtime infrastructure. The
Liferay portal server which is the central web based user interface (see the Web-UI- and Applicationlayer in Figure 2) to the SmILES web site and SDIP platform runs as automated application on the
Openstack cluster in the Docker / Kubernetes environment.

Figure 2: SmILES Portal and SDIP Architecture

An “Application Layer” situated in the application server of the Liferay server provides interfaces to the
GDS services of the Energy Lab 2.0 infrastructure (Data Service Layer and Data Layer) for easily
accessing and storing data and information in the GDS services. The “Application Layer” implements
proxy APIs provided by Liferay for easing a secure and authorized access to the GDS services from web
user components and JavaScript applications embedded into the Liferay provided web pages. The
Application Layer implemented in the Liferay application server also implements adapter, which provide
access to GDS content via standard Liferay APIs and internal interfaces for accessing web content and
assets (The content and asset management APIs of Liferay). This allows web authors using the SmiLES
Liferay portal server to create and access GDS content and assets as if they were internally stored within
the Liferay server storage layer. Therefore, the storage ecosystem of the SmILES Liferay server provides
users the opportunity to store and access information content either within the Liferay internal storage
layer or within the GDS services using the same authoring and access environment.
Liferay itself provides very good measures for setting up structured content elements and adding
arbitrary metadata to assets uploaded to the server via its content management interfaces (e.g. the
standard authoring environment of Liferay). Those are used by SDIP to provide structured content and
metadata forms to authors for uploading assets (e.g. binary data) and creating content elements
according to the structural content specifications for SDIP contents as defined in Deliverable D6.2. The
underlying implemented “Application Layer” transparently stores those content and asset elements
either in Liferay or the GDS services of the Energy Lab 2.0 infrastructure as introduced about.
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Data and Content Services for SDIP

Within task T6.3 the data layer for storing the information which should be provided and managed by
the Shared Data and Information Platform were integrated into the Liferay platform. A first analysis
showed that information related to SmILES methodology can either be represented as semi-structured
document, as text or binary file which should be additionally described by certain metadata attributes,
or as data files providing e.g. time series data (see also Deliverable 6.2, [2]). Content of the first type
“semi-structured” are e.g. informational descriptions of SmILES methodology (tasks) and their inputs
and outputs, which consist mainly of textual description parts, but also contain some structured fields
for e.g. describing configuration parameters or the like, and can additionally contain references to one
or more asset descriptions (e.g. describing binary files). In a web based information system such
descriptions can be implemented as a structure of linked semi-structured web content objects, which
can then be used for generating integrated web pages describing these kinds of information elements:
e.g. pages describing system configurations and use case descriptions, specifications of control
functions, modelling components, system models or test case specifications.
Assets, such as word documents or PDF files, media files, e.g. images or videos, model files for
simulators, such as Matlab or Modelica variants, have as one ingredient the binary file but also need
some additional structured metadata, e.g. information about the author of the document, the title, a
short abstract, for implementing adequate search and access interfaces to such assets. Finally, data files
containing time series data can be stored and managed as assets or – in case of large time series data –
better be stored in special time series data services for easy visualization and access functionality.

Figure 3: Structure of a Component Model Description

Let’s demonstrate the structure of SDIP information elements using a “Component Model Specification”
as example (see Figure 3 of Deliverable D6.2 for more information about the structure of SDIP
information elements). A “Component Model Description” has an “Overview” information part, which
describes some key information about the model. It contains e.g. the fields Author, Domain,
IntendedApplication, FunctionalRepresentation, ModelingOfSpatialAspect(s), ModelDynamics and
ModelOfComputation, which are described as text attributes; but some of them are defined for the
authors as enumeration of text labels (e.g. ModelOfComputation, see also screenshot below).
Additionally, each Component Model Specification describes the InputAndOutput parameters of the
model, has a short summary description and can point to related documents (RelatedDocument), e.g. a
PDF or Word file, with more information. The Model Specification can further point to one or more
5

image assets illustrating the model with different graphical representations. Each (image) asset has
further metadata: e.g. information about the author, file type, an image tile used as capture and a
description of the image explaining the graphics. A more detailed description can be given in further
description parts Details, Classification, MathematicalModel and Testing. Those parts can also contain
property lists which describe essential properties of the model by listing the property name, its type and
a short description of its meaning for the model.
The following screenshot shows how the information in this semi-structured description is used by SDIP
to generate a web page showing a Component Model Specification in the web browser.

Figure 4: Generated SDIP web page showing a Component Model Specification

As can be seen from Figure 4, the model overview description is summarized in a content block on the
top left of the page. Below you find the description of the input and output parameters of the model
und links to related documents (e.g. document assets stored separately within SDIP). On the right side of
the page, there is a short overview description of the model specification and below a slideshow of
related graphics. If you click on a graphic in the slideshow, a larger version will be displayed in a Popup
Window which also contains the image description.
Even more detailed descriptions are shown when the user opens one of the content areas of the
accordion menu beneath “Model details”, which contain the description parts “Classification”,
“Mathematical Model” and “Testing” respectively.
SDIP collects the information for different information objects – such as a “Component Model
Specification” – from authors by providing structured forms to the authors. The authors fill in the semistructured information into different typed fields of the form according to structural schemas defined in
Deliverable 6.2 and implemented in the content and asset management interface of Liferay. For textual
information, for which there are predefined values (e.g. an enumeration), the form already pre-defines
values from which the author can choose. Other textual fields allow free text entry as single line text or
larger HTML formatted text blocks. Properties can be defined to have values of a certain type e.g. float,
integer according to the element structure. Binary assets will be stored separately in Liferay in the so
called asset management system. Therefore, different asset types with dedicated metadata structures
6

were defined in Liferay (e.g. Document, Image, Graphics, and Model). Assets can then be created by the
authors using also structured forms gathering the metadata belonging to an asset. Additionally, there is
an upload-button to upload the binary file and assign it to the asset. Note, that asset management
systems also support versioning of assets, which is also the case for Liferay. SDIP uses the asset
management interface of Liferay for storing binary files, such as documents, graphics, and model and
data files together with according metadata separately from the semi-structured information element
descriptions within the data management layer of SDIP. Form fields within the information element
forms allow then to link assets to the semi-structured information elements. This allows easy reuse of
links to e.g. graphical elements or documents between several SDIP information objects.
Liferay contains two abstractions and internal API-interfaces for accessing and managing semistructured content and assets (e.g. web content and assets in Liferay terminology) within Liferay. These
fit perfectly to these two types of SDIP content. Time series data can be either seen as special asset type
and stored within the asset management system, or for really large time series data it’s better to store
the time series in a time series database for easy access and usage. SDIP supports both approaches.
The Liferay abstract interface to the internal content and asset management system allows it to connect
third-party software to Liferay as additional asset and/or content storages (e.g. asset management
software, such as Alfresco, Documentum or even Microsoft Sharepoint can be easily integrated with
Liferay as asset and/or content stores). After integration, Liferay authors can then create and access
content and assets, which are either stored in Liferay itself or within the integrated third-party software.
While for the SmILES demonstration showcase of SDIP it would be enough to use the Liferay internal
data management, the use of SDIP in third-party environments, such as the Energy Lab 2.0 platform,
which will also use SDIP, will demand an integration of the third data management with the SDIP data
management within Liferay. To show how this can be achieved, the GDS services of the Energy Lab 2.0
were integrated with Liferay for use by SDIP.
The GDS services fit perfectly to SDIP, because they also foresee a data management which is splitted
into an asset management service, the master data object service, where semi-structured web content
can be considered as master data object, and the time series data service for handling (large-scale) time
series data. Additionally, the GDS services contain the Schema service, which provides machine readable
semantic descriptions of the structure of information and data objects within the other services, which
can be used e.g. for generating forms for authoring data or supporting the access and display of semistructured information elements.
To integrate the GDS services into Liferay (and therefore
SDIP), a CMIS (Content Management Interoperability
Services) service interface was implemented as frontend
to the GDS services. CMIS let the services together look
like a remote hierarchical storage for semi-structured
content and asset objects which can then be mounted
within Liferay as third-party content and asset store. CMIS
is also used for integrations of other commercial asset and
content management systems, such as Alfresco or
Sharepoint.
Additionally, the REST based service API’s of the GDS
services were wrapped into Liferay services for easy and
secure access by web based UI components and
JavaScript code within the web based user interface
components used by Liferay portlets (see also Chapter 2). This allows the implementation of UI
components, e.g. for visualization of time series data, which can directly access the data within the time
series data service of the GDS without using the CMIS interface which is much more performant.
Figure 6: Structure of the Generic Data Services
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Implementation of the SDIP User Interface

Chapter 3 explained how SDIP content is stored in background data services integrated with Liferay in a
structured or semi-structured way. This chapter discusses now how this information is used to create
web pages as visible presentation of the information in the Liferay portal. Let’s see for an example the
structure of a test case specification.
The structure of a test case description is depicted in Figure 7 as defined in Deliverable D6.2.

Figure 7: Informational structure of a “Test Case Specification” (short “Test Case”)

An object of type “Test Case” inherits its basic description attributes (e.g. name, AuthorInformation,
Version) from the base class BasicSDIPContent. BasicSDIPContent already provides a link to related
graphical objects (i.e. assets of a certain image media type described by an Asset-object), which are
assigned to the “Test Case” as a set of related graphical objects (Relation “relatedGraphics” in Figure 7).
Beside this, a “Test Case” description has a Details section, which contains the general description of the
test case as attribute “descriptionText”, and has further subsections which provide a tabular overview
about “Scope and Goals” (ScopeAndGoals), test criteria (TestCriteria) and references to other needed
components for the test (IdentificationOfTestComponent). The attributes contained in the tabular
description are defined as generic Properties (Property) which have a property name (propertyName)
and a value object (Value). The following tables list, which properties are actually defined for which
subsection of a Test Case Specification.

Scope and Goals Properties
Property Class

Type

Test objective

String

Description

String

Used system configuration

String

Used use case

String

The “ScopeandGoals” section defines the properties “Test objective”, “Description”, “Used system
configuration” and “Used use case”.
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Identification of Test Components Property
Property Class

Type

System Under Test

Html

Object Under Investigation

String

Function Under Investigation

String

The “IdentificationOfTestComponent” section defines the properties “System under Test”, “Object under
Investigation” and “Function Under Investigation”.

Test Criteria Property
Property Class

Type

Objective Function / Target Metrics

String

Acceptable test result

String

The “TestCriteria” section contains the properties “Objective Function / Target Metrics” and “Acceptable
test result”.
Figure 8 shows now, how such structured information about SDIP contents and assets is used by the
SDIP user interface implementation within Liferay for the automatic rendering of a web page showing
the information to the end user. Liferay has several important concepts for implementing the automatic
generation of web pages based on structured web content and asset elements. First, web developers
implementing web portals with Liferay can implement and assign one or more content rendering
templates to web content structures or asset types. These templates can then be used to render subsets
of the information fields of e.g. a structured web content information element into an HMTL display
block which can be shown as part of the wanted web page. The top left of Figure 8 shows, that the
“structured web content” information element of e.g. a test case with a structure as defined above can
be rendered within SDIP into two HTML display blocks “Test Case Overview” and “Short Description” by
using the display templates “Overview Template” and “Short Description Template”. Different
information fields of the test case information element will be used by the two templates. For
generating the overview, e.g. the fields “name”, “AuthorInformation”, or “Object Under Investigation”
will be used. For generating the “short description” block only the “descriptionText” attribute of the test
case specification under “Details” will be used for rendering the corresponding HTML block.
Additionally, beside display templates, programmers can implement applications called “portlets” for
Liferay which can also render arbitrary content as part of a web page. An image viewer and slideshow
portlet is used by SDIP to provide a slideshow of all graphical assets that are related to e.g. the test case
to be shown as web page as shown in Figure 8 at the top right. The “Slideshow Component” gets the
information about related assets (e.g. the relation-field “relatedGraphics”) from the “structured web
content” (e.g. the test case) which provides a list of related images. The portlet then implements
interactive functionality that a user can rotate through the images within the test case web page. The
portlet also implements functionality that clicking on an image opens a bigger version of the image
including the image description text in an overlay window.
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Figure 8: Automatic rendering process of SDIP information elements web pages

To provide a full web page as e.g. a description of a test case, the modular information blocks rendered
by e.g. portlets or display templates need to be aggregated into a web page. This can be instrumented in
Liferay by creating a “Page Structure Template”. A “Page Structure Template” is a special form of web
page which can be created in Liferay. It is a place holder for rendering a web page showing one or more
content elements. To define the block layout of a web page for rendering content, application
developers can define pre-defined “layouts”, which the authors can assign to a “Page Structure
Template”. For the test case description web page a 1-2-1 layout was chosen, which defines three rows
where the first and third row takes the whole width of the web page, while the second row has two
columns of equal size (50%). After setting the layout, the “Page Structure Template” designer assigned a
display template to the first row of the page template which displays the name of the test case. Within
the second row, the Overview rendering template was assigned to a content display for the left column
and the “Short Description” display template to the second column. The slideshow component was also
assigned to the second column of row two underneath the “Short Description” display. Finally, a
template rendering a details view of the test case was assigned to the third row. The Details template
displays all information provided by the test case under the “Details” section of the data model as an
accordion menu which e.g. contains the content all sub-sections (e.g. the sub-sections of “Details” of the
data model in Figure 7, which are “Details” itself, ScopeAndGoals”, “IdentificationOfTestComponent”
and “TestCriteria”), which contain the tabular descriptions of these parts as described above. The
different parts of the accordion menu can be opened or closed by the user as needed. This allows
providing a large amount of information in a very compact way on a web page.
When a given test case should now be displayed as web page, Liferay uses the “Test Case” Page
Structure Template to render the page as shown in the lower part of Figure 8. For each SmILES
information element (tasks, workflow phases, or task results types, e.g. “System Configuration”, “Use
Case”, “Component Model Specification”) a corresponding “Page Structure Template” was designed,
and several “display templates” for rendering parts of the structured content were implemented. Also a
set of interactive portlets were implemented which use web component technology to provide modern
JavaScript interfaces for a more interactive user experience with content.
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Figure 9: Web page showing a data set e.g. providing time series data within SDIP

E.g. Figure 9 shows a SDIP page describing a data set containing time series data within SDIP. The Page
Structure Template used for rendering this page integrates an interactive web component as portlet in
the lower right of the web page which is an interactive viewer showing the time series data as a plotted
curve. The user can interact with the display component to zoom, pan or hover over the plot to show
the precise value of the curve for a certain time or even download the curve as image or data.
The implementation of all those user interface related functionality (creating Page Structure Templates,
implementing display templates for SDIP information elements, implementing web components and
portlets) was done in Task T6.5 “Implementation of the web user interface for the data and information
platform” mainly in the second reporting period. Additionally, also the final navigation structure of the
SDIP area of the web portal had to be set up in the second part of the reporting period.
A very important part of the navigation infrastructure of SDIP is the search interface. In large
information systems, such as a much bigger application of the SDIP toolbox as the SmILES showcase, it
isn’t feasible anymore to setup a dedicated web page for each information element within the system
because the number of elements will be too large (e.g. ten thousand or more). Thus, the primary access
to information elements will take place using search interfaces, which allow to setup a search based
navigation interface to large quantities of information elements using a single access page for search
and only a smaller number of “Page Structure Templates” for a detailed view of the found information
elements. SDIP uses such an approach and provides a facetted search interface as central access point to
SDIP content beside the methodology exploration area.
Figure 10 shows the search page of SDIP filtered by the “Content Types” category “Use Case” as part of
the search facet “Content Types”. On the left side of Figure 10, a column with the mentioned facets for
restricting the search is displayed. As can be seen from the screenshot, the category “Use Case” was
chosen by the user and is therefore highlighted. Because no other keywords were put into the search
slot on top of the figure, the result box on the right side of the search page lists all “Use Case
Descriptions” which are available in SDIP. Putting in some search keywords into the search box would
filter the list of use cases even more according to the given keywords.
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Figure 10: SDIP search filtered by the category "Use Case"

Clicking on the link of a search hit in this box will directly lead to a web page rendered by the “Page
Structure Template” for use cases which will provide detailed information about the use case.
The setup of the search page for SDIP was kept to be very simple. Performing some tests, it was find out
that the mentioned facets are enough to quickly arrive at a wanted search result for the SmILES SDIP
showcase. Anyway, the Liferay / Elasticsearch interface provides many more functionalities for more
advanced search configurations, if needed. E.g. authors can attach freely chosen “tag” keywords to their
content which can be used for searching by using a “tag cloud”. The system allows it also to create more
facets if needed. Facets could be either defined as further category classifications, or Elasticsearch could
even provide categories on the fly [4] by classifying certain fields of the underlying data structure (e.g.
documents could be classified by authors if needed, or system models could be classified by type of
implementation “e.g. co-simulation” or “monolithic”.
But typically the search semantics of these further classifications is already handled by the “search slot”
on top of the page well, because search keywords like e.g. “co-simulation” or the name of an author will
already provide filtering in a similar manner. Therefore, to not overdesign the search interface, only the
few mentioned classifications are used at the moment.
The user interface implementation of the search interface was partly done in Task 6.5. The setup of the
search infrastructure and configuration work for the search user interface was done in context of Task
6.4 “Setting up the search index and implementation of the search interface”. See Deliverable D6.5
“Instrumented search index server infrastructure” for more information about the search interface of
SDIP.
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5

Summary and Outlook

This document gives a short overview on the work performed in Task 6.5 “Implementation of the web
user interface for the data and information platform” on implementing the user interface of the Shared
Data and Information Platform (SDIP) for SmILES and finally delivering SDIP as part of the SmILES
website according to Deliverable D6.6 of type “Websites, patents, fillings, etc.”.
It describes the architecture of SDIP and the web portal, summarizes the work done on integrating the
data services (which is described in D6.3-D6.4 with more details), and then focus on the work done for
implementing the user interface. While describing the search user interface, the document also
summarizes the description of the search infrastructure, which is described with more details within
D6.5.
The Deliverable D6.6 itself is the implementation of SDIP as can be seen in the SmILES website under
www.ecria-smiles.eu/explore. The aim of WP 6 was, to develop a set of tools which provide a good
foundation for the dissemination activities of SmILES, but also provide a toolbox for setting up web
portals for storing and managing results of complex system modelling and analysis projects and guiding
modelling and analysis groups performing concrete projects. The SDIP area within the SmILES webportal only showcases these tools and contains sample content from the SmILES project. But the toolbox
itself can be used in other projects to actually support project and data management for system
modelling and analysis projects. While the tools are only prototypically implemented, there are already
some early adopters. Especially within the Energy Lab 2.0 project in context of the German Helmholtz
Association, the SDIP tools are already used as part of a larger toolbox for complex energy system
modelling and analysis projects. People interested in the toolbox should send an email to sdip@ecriasmiles.eu.
The SDIP platform will be further developed in context of several national projects in Germany. While
the SDIP showcase doesn’t contain any real implementation code of “models”, the SDIP installation
within the Energy Lab 2.0 context will store binary models, and SDIP will be enhanced with functionality
that such models can be executed directly from SDIP web interface. This will be done by integrating the
PROOF co-simulation framework mentioned in the architectural overview with the SDIP user interface.
Also further integrations will be done that result data of a modelling project (e.g. simulation result data)
can be analyzed by data analytics algorithm directly within SDIP using Jupiter notebook interfaces.
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